Introduction {#s1}
============

Injury is the leading cause of death and disability for those aged 1--45 and remains a significant source of morbidity and mortality for older age groups. Although there have been many advances in the care of the injured patient during the last few decades, these advances have largely been due to either technological advances in fields outside of surgery or the rapid need for knowledge generation in the treatment of casualties during war. These include angioembolization of solid organ injuries, the maturation of CT scanning, and balanced blood product resuscitation.[@R1]

While these advances have contributed to a reduction in mortality for some types of injured patients, others have seen no change in decades.[@R7] This failure to improve mortality in some types of injured patients is partially due to the lack of well-designed clinical trials to guide care.[@R8] Many of the best available guidelines used to inform treatment decisions are based on retrospective studies and low-quality data. To change practice and to improve morbidity and mortality for injured patients there is an urgent need for clinical trials in this space.

There are multiple barriers to performing high-quality clinical trials in injured patient populations. These include a lack of funding to allow for adequately powered studies, difficulty assessing the effect of an intervention in a heterogeneous patient population, and difficulty assessing the generalizability of interventions given significant differences between trauma centers. Additional barriers include issues with consent, difficulty in choosing appropriate outcome measures, a lack of long-term follow-up, and other factors that will not be covered in this review. In this review, we will focus on clinical trial designs other than the traditional parallel group randomized controlled trial (RCT). Alternative trial designs can be used to generate new, generalizable knowledge in an efficient manner and improve the care of injured patients. These include pragmatic, cluster randomized, cluster randomized stepped wedge, factorial, and adaptive designs. Additionally, we will contrast traditional frequentist statistical analysis with Bayesian methods of inference.

Pragmatic RCTs {#s2}
==============

An explanatory or efficacy trial is one performed with experienced investigators at advanced sites following strict enrollment criteria that ultimately creates a narrow patient population receiving the intervention under ideal circumstances. Explanatory trials are often appropriately used to test the efficacy of a new intervention or to determine the mechanistic causes for the observed treatment effect. They focus more on the internal validity of the study rather than the generalizability of the intervention. Because of the focus on internal validity at the expense of the generalizability of the study, the treatment effect that results from an explanatory trial will likely overestimate the benefits of the intervention when applied to a 'real world' population with more heterogeneous patients. The result is the most common question physicians ask after reading a clinical trial: Does this apply to my patients?[@R10]

Contrary to explanatory trials, pragmatic randomized clinical trials measure the effectiveness of an intervention: How does this intervention work in real clinical practice? There are typically few to no exclusion criteria in the population of interest and the intervention is provided along with routine care by a heterogeneous group of clinicians. External validity is explicitly valued during the design phase of the study to maximize the generalizability of the study.

While there is no clear line between an explanatory and pragmatic RCT, there exists a continuum on which domains of an individual trial may have varying levels of each. One scoring system used to measure a study's pragmatism is called the PRagmatic-Explanatory Continuum Indicator Summary (PRECIS-2).[@R11] PRECIS-2 rates an RCT on a Likert scale of 1--5 (1=very explanatory; 5=very pragmatic) in nine domains: eligibility, recruitment, setting, organization, flexibility: delivery, flexibility: adherence, follow-up, primary outcome, and primary analysis ([table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Domains of the PRECIS-2 tool[@R11]

  Domain                   Considerations
  ------------------------ --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Eligibility              How similar are the trial's participants to a patient encountered in routine clinical practice? Does the trial include a narrowly selected patient population (explanatory) or a heterogeneous patient population that represents most populations (pragmatic)?
  Recruitment              How much additional effort is made to recruit patients compared with how you normally interact with patients during routine care? Does the study focus on the recruitment of specialized patients with targeted approaches (explanatory) or aimed at all potentially eligible patients encountered during routine care (pragmatic)?
  Setting                  How different is the setting of the trial compared with the setting of routine care at the participating center? Are patients cared for in specialized research units or centers (explanatory) or in a hospital setting more likely for the intervention to be implemented (pragmatic)?
  Organization             How different are the available resources, provider experience, and delivery of care compared with what is available in routine care? Can only the most experienced clinicians provide care to enrolled patients (explanatory) or do all clinicians in a group provide the intervention embedded in the routine care of the population (pragmatic)?
  Flexibility: delivery    How different is the flexibility in delivering the intervention in the trial compared with the flexibility in how the intervention would be delivered in normal practice? Is the intervention highly protocolized and close monitoring performed to ensure standard delivery (explanatory) compared allowing the clinician flexibility to implement the intervention as dictated by the patient's routine clinical care (pragmatic)?
  Flexibility: adherence   How different is the flexibility in monitoring and adherence to the treatment in the trial compared with how monitoring and adherence might be addressed in routine care? Is significant effort made to ensure patient adherence to the intervention (explanatory) or is patient adherence not monitored as is done in normal care (pragmatic)?
  Follow-up                How different is the follow-up compared with routine care? Are extra clinic appointments scheduled (explanatory) than what is required by normal clinical care (pragmatic)?
  Primary outcome          To what extent is the primary outcome directly relevant to the participants? Is the outcome a short-term or surrogate primary outcome (explanatory) or a recognizable, meaningful outcome to the patient (pragmatic)?
  Primary analysis         To what extent are all the data included in the analysis? Are patients found to be non-adherent to the treatment excluded from analysis (explanatory) or is non-adherence considered to be a function of the treatment and part of routine clinical care (pragmatic)?

PRECIS-2, PRagmatic-Explanatory Continuum Indicator Summary.

The Pragmatic Randomized Optimal Platelet and Plasma Ratios trial was an example of a pragmatic clinical trial in trauma.[@R1] In this study, patients were individually randomized to one of two balanced resuscitation strategies---1:1:1 or 2:1:1 of red cells, fresh frozen plasma, and platelets, respectively---for the primary outcome mortality. All other care at each of the 10 participating trauma centers was given as it normally would at that center, including the volume of crystalloid given during resuscitation, the utilization of hemostatic adjuncts (tranexamic acid, factor VII, and so on), or various clinical management algorithms.

In any trial, the compromises needed to make the study a reality create trials that span the explanatory-pragmatic continuum. It is vitally important that the location on this continuum be consistent with the question the investigator is asking and the conclusions that the investigator wishes to impart on the eventual reader ([table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).[@R12] Depending on the question being asked and the conclusion desired, the time to determine pragmatism is during the design phase as a clinical trial with no consideration for external validity might result in a conclusion that has no relevance outside the patients recruited. Pragmatic trials avoid this outcome by testing the intervention in an environment that most closely resembles how it will be used in the real world ([table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Outcome of explanatory and pragmatic trials[@R12]

                      Intervention better than control                         Intervention equal to or worse than control
  ------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------
  Explanatory trial   Equivocal---Will the intervention work in my patients?   Clear---Do not implement this intervention.
  Pragmatic trial     Clear---Implement this intervention.                     Equivocal---Why did the intervention not work?

###### 

Pragmatic clinical trials

  --------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Key features    Real-world environmentFocuses on external validity
  Advantages      Results generalizableCompares effectiveness
  Disadvantages   Large sample size (n) due to confoundingCausation may/may not be established
  Example         Pragmatic Randomized Optimal Platelet and Plasma Ratios (PROPPR) trial[@R1]
  --------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cluster randomization {#s3}
=====================

In a traditional parallel group clinical trial, patients are individually randomized to a treatment arm and the treatment arm to which that patient is enrolled is independent of other patients' treatment allocation. When testing a new method or process of care (eg, a new care bundle), however, randomization at the individual level can be infeasible. The bundle may be incompletely implemented in the experimental arm and contamination of the control group with all or some of the intervention can occur. Both reduce treatment differentiation between the experimental and the control arm resulting in an imprecise estimate of treatment effect. Cluster randomization can address these problematic limitations of randomization at the individual level. In a cluster randomized trial, all patients in a given cluster are randomized to the same treatment arm.[@R13] Clusters can be at any level---trauma center units, trauma centers, cities, states, regions, and so on.

The Prehospital Air Medical Plasma trial was a multicenter cluster randomized in which participating air medical bases were randomized to provide prehospital thawed plasma as the primary resuscitative fluid or usual care for patients in hemorrhagic shock.[@R14] Cluster randomization was chosen in this trial given logistical challenges of having universal donor thawed plasma available at all of the sites, as opposed to just half of them.

While appealing when individual randomization is problematic, cluster randomization introduces some issues when interpreting the results of a trial. First, patients within clusters tend to be more similar to each other than to patients in other clusters. This is quite different compared with traditional clinical trials where patients are assumed to be independent of each other. Statistical methods that account for patient similarities within cluster are needed when analyzing the results of a cluster randomized trial, such as hierarchical or mixed effects models that control for between and within-group differences while testing the treatment effect. Second, differences in outcome due to differences in centers, as opposed to the intervention, can be difficult to accurately measure. Third, blinding is often impractical in cluster randomized trials, so efforts to ensure objectivity in measuring outcomes are even more critical than in traditional trials. Due to some of these issues, more patients are needed in cluster randomized trials compared with individual randomization to maintain the same statistical power ([table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Cluster randomized trials

  --------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Key features    Group, not individual, is randomized entity
  Advantages      Avoids intervention contamination across randomized entitiesUseful for studying bundled or behavioral interventions
  Disadvantages   Larger total sample size (n)Groups may be dissimilar affecting resultsPower analysis complexComplex results analysis to account for group effect
  Example         Prehospital Air Medical Plasma (PAMPer) trial[@R14]
  --------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Cluster randomized stepped wedge designs {#s4}
========================================

In a cluster randomized trial, clusters are randomly assigned to either a treatment or a control and followed for the entirety of the study. Then, comparisons between the treated and untreated clusters are performed once the trial is complete. A cluster randomized stepped wedge design, however, begins by following a cluster of patients prior to receiving the intervention of interest. These observations create the control group. The intervention is then applied to each cluster at a randomly selected point in time such that the cluster crosses over from the control to the intervention. Data collection continues such that each cluster eventually is exposed to the intervention. Thus, each cluster contributes observations during the control and intervention periods ([figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![Schematic showing the transition of clusters from usual care to intervention. In a cluster randomized stepped wedge study, all clusters begin the trial providing usual care (preintervention). After a predetermined amount of time in the preintervention period, clusters begin randomly transitioning to the intervention arm. Each cluster provides observations for both the control group (usual care) and the intervention group.](tsaco-2019-000420f01){#F1}

The design is commonly used in the evaluation of processes and models of care delivery in which individual randomization is problematic ([table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). The earliest and most widely known cluster randomized stepped wedge design study was the Gambia Hepatitis Intervention Study.[@R15] This study randomly selected geographic areas in Gambia every 12 weeks in which to roll out routine hepatitis B virus (HBV) vaccination with the goal of introducing HBV vaccination to the entire country in a 4-year period. This creates a group of HBV-vaccinated and a group of HBV-unvaccinated children during that 4-year period to compare long-term outcomes contemporaneously while also allowing all geographic areas to eventually cross-over into routine HBV vaccination. Long-term data collection on the effectiveness of the vaccine in preventing hepatocellular carcinoma and other chronic liver disease is ongoing. In this example, the advantage of a cluster randomized stepped wedge design is that it allows for an intervention considered to have short-term benefits to be deployed across a wider scale to improve the health of all patients while also allowing for more rigorous evaluation of the effectiveness of the program during deployment ([table 5](#T5){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Cluster randomized stepped wedge trial design

  --------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Key features    Clusters randomly cross-over from control to interventionAll participant groups will eventually receive interventionMultiple levels of analysis
  Advantages      Ethically more acceptableSuitable for resource-scarce environmentsMultiple comparisons allow for robust results with lower sample size (n)Allows for longer term longitudinal observations of intervention
  Disadvantages   No downstream analysis possible as controls disappearGroup may be dissimilar affecting resultsTemporal confoundingPower analysis complexComplex results analysis
  Example         Gambia Hepatitis Intervention Study[@R15]
  --------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

When designing a cluster randomized stepped wedge trial, the number of clusters, the length of the control and intervention periods, and the number of clusters which cross-over at any given time are typically determined by logistical considerations related to the implementation of the intervention.[@R16] Since individuals within clusters tend to be more similar than individuals in other clusters, a larger sample size is needed relative to a traditional RCT to maintain the same power. Indeed, the adequate powering of a cluster randomized stepped wedge is the degree of variation due to within-cluster or between-cluster differences, also called the intraclass correlation. Additionally, temporal trends in the outcome of interest must be accounted for to assess for confounding due to time period.

Adaptive designs {#s5}
================

Traditional parallel group clinical trials involve fixed randomization allocation ratios (eg, 1:1:1, and so on) that are maintained throughout the study period. A set of stopping rules enforced by predetermined thresholds or Data Safety Monitoring Boards offers the lone opportunity to evaluate the need for protocol changes during the trial. Adaptation refers to the sequential rebalancing of allocation ratios based on a predetermined response algorithm which incorporates key measures collected during the course of the trial (often the primary or secondary outcome measures).[@R17] It uses Bayesian statistical methods of inference from prior probability distributions and the available observed data to inform a posterior probability distribution. This posterior distribution is used to adjust the allocation ratio of the trial. The adaptive trial begins at a set allocation ratio with interim analyses at planned enrollment intervals, commonly after a longer duration 'run-in' phase. At each interim point thereafter, the response measures of interest are incorporated and used to adjust allocation to reflect the best performing arm(s).

Adaptive designs are particularly useful when there are ambiguous or multiple comparison groups to consider and the need to 'dial in' the right comparison groups from many to few. The best example of this condition would be an outcome variable where the investigators have little evidence about what interventions to test in their study. Adaptive designs can allow for a range of interventions to be tested and the outcome assessed at interim analyses. Poor performing interventions (harmful or no effect) can be dropped from the study such that future patients would be allocated to other promising interventions to improve the sample size within that intervention.

One method of adaptation is response-adaptive randomization (RAR). RAR is often used in dose-finding trials, which begin with multiple different doses of a new medication meant to treat some condition.[@R18] At interim analyses, dose levels with favorable outcomes have the future allocation ratio increased and dose levels with deleterious side effects may have the future allocation ratio decreased. An example of an adaptive design with RAR is the Stroke Prevention in Atrial Fibrillation trial.[@R19] In this trial, patients will be randomized to one of four different treatment strategies for anticoagulation after mild, moderate, and severe stroke. At prespecified interim analyses, the allocation ratio will be altered to increase the sample randomized to the arms showing a more favorable risk-benefit profile. A second method of adaptation is sample size reassessment in which the final target sample size is increased or decreased based on the treatment effect seen at interim analyses. Many trauma and emergency surgery trials attempt to test an intervention with an unknown treatment effect resulting in an incorrect sample size calculation. Adaptive designs with sample size reassessment can ensure that, at the end of the trial, an adequate sample has been recruited to accurately estimate the effect of an intervention.[@R20]

There are many benefits from the use of adaptive designs, most intuitively the safety of the trial subjects ([table 6](#T6){ref-type="table"}). The allocation ratios adapt to assign marginally increasing numbers of the sample into the best performing arm(s). If that arm eventually begins to underperform, then allocation will rebalance accordingly. Overall, this has the effect of introducing a larger proportion of the sample to the most effective treatment, assuming one can be identified during interim analyses. This is especially beneficial in the fields of trauma or emergency medicine, where providing care based on the best available evidence can save lives and improve chances of recovery. Additionally, trials conducted with adaptive designs can achieve findings similar to frequentist trials with greater power and/or a smaller sample by improving the precision of estimates in the critical arms. The outcome test will produce a different set of information for interpretation, but the overall efficiency of the trial to detect multiple differences across arms is often improved through adaptive design.

###### 

Adaptive trial designs

  --------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Key features    Interventions and/or randomization structure altered based on early data according to 'pre-determined' rules
  Advantages      Smaller sample size (n)Shorter durationCan identify benefits/harm to smaller subgroupsAllows for very long-term 'constantly' adapting trials
  Disadvantages   Short-term 'definitive' positive results may mask long-term negativesToo many 'adaptive' steps can affect validity of resultsPower analysis complexTrial design complex requiring detailed expert planning
  Example         Stroke Prevention in Atrial Fibrillation (START) trial
  --------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Factorial designs {#s6}
=================

In the standard RCT, one intervention is assessed while maintaining similar processes of care in the control group. Randomization at the subject level balances known and unknown confounders resulting in two comparison groups for whom the only difference is the intervention. Sometimes, however, investigators want to study more than one intervention. In the setting of multiple interventions, one could perform multiple concurrent trials, perform multiple trials in succession using the winner of the previous trial compared with the next intervention, perform a parallel ≥2 group trial, or perform a trial using a factorial design. Assuming the multiple interventions work independently, the factorial trial is the most efficient manner to study more than one intervention within a single trial.[@R22]

For example, if two interventions were being assessed for a binary outcome (present or absent), there would be four treatment groups in the trial being tested---group 1 receives neither intervention, group 2 receives both interventions, group 3 receives intervention A but not intervention B, and group 4 receives intervention B but not intervention A. In this example, the effect of intervention A is determined by comparing all patients who received intervention A (groups 2 and 3) to all those who did not (groups 1 and 4). Similarly, the effect of intervention B is determined by comparing all patients who received intervention B (groups 2 and 4) to all patients who did not (groups 1 and 3). This so-called 'at the margins' analysis assumes the independent effect of the interventions and allows for the factorial design to provide a similarly powered study with fewer patients than two separate clinical trials of the two interventions. This simple version of a factorial design is also sometimes referred to as a 'dismantling design' due to its ability to deconstruct elements of a multifactor intervention.

The treatment effects of both interventions should be additive when doing an 'at the margins' analysis, meaning no interaction was present. When the treatment effect is less than (antagonistic) or more than additive (synergistic), then an interaction was present between the two treatments and the 'at the margins' analysis is inappropriate. The interaction causes an inaccurate estimate of the individual effect of each intervention. In the presence of an interaction, the analysis must be performed 'inside the table', meaning the effect of intervention A is determined by comparing patients who received only intervention A (group 3) to those who received neither intervention (group 1). Similarly, the effect of intervention B is determined by comparing patients who received only intervention B (group 4) compared with those who received neither intervention (group 1). Patients in group 2 are excluded. This results in fewer observations in the statistical analyses, lower power, and more uncertainty in the estimate of treatment effect.

An example of a factorial study was the Fluid Lavage of Open Wounds (FLOW) trial.[@R23] The FLOW study was a 2×3 factorial trial that examined what type of fluid (intervention) and what degree of pressure (factor with multiple levels) were used to irrigate open fractures. This study had two interventions---soap or normal saline as the irrigant used and three degrees of pressure---low, gravity flow, or high pressure.[@R24]

Factorial designs allow for the efficient study of multiple interventions assuming they act independently and no interactions are present ([table 7](#T7){ref-type="table"}). It is rare, particularly in trauma, to deliver one intervention separate from others that will not collectively have an impact on the patient and will not interact with each other. It can also often be impossible to accurately ascertain whether an interaction will be present. Despite the decrease in power associated with identifying an interaction after a factorial trial, the results can still provide important information such as assessing the magnitude of the interaction and information to allow for planning and powering a future clinical trial to determine the independent effect of the intervention of interest.[@R25]

###### 

Factorial trial design

  --------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Key features    Multiple interventions studied both individually and in combinationIf interventions are independent, a very efficient study design compared with multiple individual studies for each intervention, level, and combination
  Advantages      Impact of each intervention and combination evaluableResults valid for a range of conditions
  Disadvantages   If interventions are not independent, power is decreasedVery large sample size (n) for multiple interventions and levelsPower analysis complexComplex results analysis specially with multiple interventions and levels
  Example         Fluid Lavage of Open Wounds (FLOW) trial[@R23]
  --------------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bayesian methods {#s7}
================

Bayesian methods are not a form of alternative clinical trial design, but rather a different method of inference. While conventional frequentist statistical methods have been used almost universally in the analysis of scientific studies, they have major limitations when used to provide inference in clinical trials. First, they do not provide a clinically applicable answer to the question clinicians find most relevant: What is the probability that the alternate hypothesis is true? Second, they lead to erroneous binary thinking regarding an intervention. Third, they are often misused, misunderstood, and, thus, misinterpreted.[@R26] Finally, they ignore the prior evidence about the intervention, leaving the reader on their own to integrate the results of the study with the results of prior studies.

As a community, we have evolved to reporting the results of a clinical trial as positive or negative (p\<0.05 vs. p\>0.05), rather than interpreting the more precise measure of inference in its continuous form (eg, p=0.07). This has become common because p values are difficult to interpret and even more difficult to apply clinically. For example, in a frequentist analysis, the alternative hypothesis might be: Patients in hemorrhagic shock who receive drug A will have at least 5% reduction in mortality at 30 days compared with those who do not receive drug A. The null hypothesis will be that there is no difference in 30-day survival. In a frequentist analysis the null hypothesis is assumed to be true and the p value can only provide information relative to this assumption. The p value is the probability of finding the observed data, or more extreme, assuming that the null hypothesis is true. The p value that is generated cannot estimate the probability of the alternative hypothesis being true because the null and the alternative cannot be true at the same time.[@R27] Bayesian methods bridge this gap by providing the more clinically meaningful outcome, the posterior probability, which clinicians can use to perform risk-benefit assessment of an intervention. Simply put, Bayesian methods speak the clinician's language.

Bayesian methods are similar to how surgeons approach everyday clinical scenarios. When making decisions, we use our experience, prior knowledge, and training to assess the probability that one of many treatments will yield the outcome of interest. We then perform that treatment and assess the outcomes. If the treatment is successful, we increase our probability that the treatment is appropriate in that clinical scenario. If the treatment is unsuccessful, we decrease our probability that the treatment was the best option.

Bayesian methods weigh the degree of uncertainty regarding the effect size of the treatment and combine that with the probability the treatment will be beneficial or harmful. Bayesian analyses explicitly incorporate prior knowledge into the estimates of the probability of treatment effect before the study (the prior probability). When mathematically formalized, Bayes' theorem provides an optimized rule for updating these prior probabilities with newly observed data. The result is a posterior probability distribution of treatment effect, quantifying the plausibility of both the null and alternate hypotheses ([figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This posterior probability statement might take the form: 'The chance that treatment confers benefit of some magnitude or higher is X%.' This posterior probability is more intuitive than the analogous interpretation of a p value: 'Assuming that the null hypothesis regarding treatment is true, the chance of observing the current data, or data more extreme is Y%.' Note that the former approach provides a direct assessment of the alternative hypothesis (the reason the clinician is engaging in a given course of action). The latter approach makes no direct mention of the alternative hypothesis as frequentist methods result in a non-comparative value that is only in relation to the null hypothesis.

![Graphical representation of a hypothetical study using Bayesian methods. Consider a trial of two treatments in which the rate of mortality was 34% (112/331) in treatment A and 40% (134/333) in treatment B. Frequentist inference would provide a risk ratio of 0.84 (95% CI 0.69 to 1.03, p=0.09). The result would be stated that no statistically significant difference between these two interventions was observed. In contrast, a Bayesian analysis, using a vague, neutral prior, would provide a risk ratio of 0.86% and 95% credible interval of 0.70--1.04. Plotting this posterior distribution would result in an area under the curve to the left of 1 (ie, decreased mortality) of 94% of the entire distribution. The result would be stated as such: there was a 94% probability that treatment A reduced mortality compared with treatment B.](tsaco-2019-000420f02){#F2}

In addition to providing clinically applicable answers to the question posed, Bayesian methods have other advantages in clinical trials. First, the degree of uncertainty of the treatment effect is built into the posterior probability. Second, prior knowledge is explicitly included into the estimates of the probability of treatment effect. This inclusion allows for iterative updating of the posterior probability. Third, interim analyses under the frequentist method inflate the overall type I error rate requiring sequential methods to address ('alpha spending'). Bayesian methods have no such penalty and allow for a monitoring schedule at any stage and with any cohort size.

The main disadvantage to using Bayesian methods is the determination of the prior probability. When no data exist, the choice of a prior can be subjective and greatly affect the posterior probability. Ideally, the prior is based on already published high-quality studies when available. In scenarios where no prior data exist, conservative analyses using neutral priors with a range limited to plausible effect sizes may be used, another advantage of Bayesian methods. Alternatively, Bayesian methods permit a sensitivity analysis whereby a range of plausible prior probabilities are provided and the clinician can consider the prior they think credible.

Conclusions {#s8}
===========

Despite many advances in the care of injured patients during the last several decades, many unknowns remain. Traditional RCTs may be impractical in the injured patient population. Alternative trial designs may offer a way to move the field of injury research forward more rapidly if they can be widely applied to the many research questions that remain to be answered. Further, relying solely on frequentist methods of statistical inference may result in dismissing the results from small clinical trials or from trials that are deemed negative based on an arbitrary binary interpretation of a p value.
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